ADDENDUM

IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITY TO “ESSENTIAL REPEAT” REGULAR CANDIDATES

This is in continuation to the circular No. COORD/COMPTT/EXAM/REGULAR/2021 dated 10.08.2021, the following may be noted:

(a) It is communicated that CBSE has decided to provide an opportunity to the candidates whose result has been declared as “Essential Repeat” according to the tabulation policy in the examination which are scheduled to be conducted from 25th August, 2021. With this opportunity during pandemic period, such students will be able to save their one year.

(b) The schools may note that these candidates may are also be included in the List of Candidates (LOC) at the time of its submission.

OPPORTUNITY TO 2nd /3rd CHANCE COMPARTMENT PRIVATE CANDIDATES

This is in continuation of the circular No. COORD/COMPTT/EXAM/PRIVATE/2021 dated 10.08.2021, the following may be noted:

(a) All such candidates who were eligible for 2nd /3rd chance compartment in main examination-2021 but decided not to apply for this examination and now desirous of availing the opportunity in August, 2021 are also eligible to apply/appear in the Compartment Examination scheduled from 25th August, 2021.

(b) All such candidates will contact their concerned Regional Offices for inclusion of their names in the list of candidates by 15.08.2021.

(c) The candidates will submit the proof the eligibility along with their application in the Regional Offices.

(d) The admit cards of these candidates will be available for download on CBSE website along with other candidates.

CLARIFICATION ABOUT STUDENTS ABSENTING THEMSELVES IN THE OPTIONAL EXAM

This is to clarify that in case a student, who has applied for the optional examination, decides not to appear in the exam in one or more subjects and is marked absent, his/her previous result will hold good in these subjects and his/her result will be revised on the basis of marks awarded in the subjects in which the student appeared for examination.
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CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS

Copy to web admin with the request for uploading on CBSE website